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Klein Tools® Introduces New Flip Socket with Two of the Most Commonly Used Sizes
Aug. 30, 2022 (Lincolnshire, Ill.) – Klein Tools (www.kleintools.com), for professionals since 1857,
introduces the Penta Hex Flip Socket with Adapter, combining two of the most common socket sizes into one
convenient tool.
2-in-1 Penta/Hex Flip Socket with Adapter (Cat. No. 66080)
• Easy-to-use flip feature allows for quick changes between
Penta and Hex socket sizes
• Includes two of the most common socket sizes in one tool
o 13/16’’ Penta
o 3/4’’ Hex
• 5-Point Penta socket works with security bolts commonly
used in underground distribution work
• 6-Point Hex socket is easier to position
• Deep well socket with 1/2’’ drive works great for hardware
installation and removal
• Ball detent helps prevent unintentional separation of
adapter and socket
• Color coded socket to easily identify the size
“Klein Tools’ new Penta Hex Flip Socket with Adapter is a must
have for linemen who use impact wrenches,” says Sean Garvey,
associate product manager at Klein Tools. “Not only does it
feature both the 13/16’’ Penta and the 3/4’’ Hex socket sizes, but also a 1/2’’ to 1/2’’ square adapter with a
ball detent to help prevent unintentional separation from the socket when in use. The socket is designed to
be used with an impact driver and is the perfect companion to Klein’s Impact Wrench (Cat. Nos. BAT20CW
and BAT20CW1).”
For more information, visit www.kleintools.com/newproducts or search for #NewKleins on social media.
About Klein Tools
Since 1857 Klein Tools, a family-owned and operated
company, has been designing, developing and
manufacturing premium-quality, professional-grade hand
tools. The majority of Klein tools are manufactured in plants
throughout the United States and are the No. 1 choice
among professional electricians and other tradespeople.
For more information, visit www.kleintools.com.
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